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A B S T R A C T

Large-scale battery energy storage systems (BESS) have become increasingly interesting to provide
ancillary services for the electricity grid. Especially the German frequency containment reserve (FCR)
market which is organized by the German transmission system operators (TSO) is attractive for BESS.
Because of its importance for the system stability, FCR has to be provided continuously with 100%
availability. Due to the limited energy capacity of BESS, an operating strategy is required to enable
continuous FCR provision. The German TSOs have defined several requirements that BESS have to comply
with as well as degrees of freedom (DoF) to enable corrective measures such as selective recharging for an
operating strategy. This paper presents a sensitivity analysis of different operational parameters based on
an operating strategy developed within the M5BAT (Modular Multi_Megawatt Multi-Technology
Medium-Voltage Battery Energy Storage System) project. Within this project the construction and
operation of a 5 MW hybrid BESS with five different battery technologies is realized. As this BESS will
mainly be operated in the German FCR market, it is used as reference for this paper. The developed
operating strategy considers the TSO’s FCR requirements and DoF and is fully applicable to the German
FCR market. Within this paper it is explained how corrective measures have to be triggered in order to
comply with the requirements. A model of the M5BAT BESS, which comprises various battery
technologies and an energy management system (EMS) for load allocation among multiple battery
strings, is introduced. Simulations of FCR operation with measured frequency data of the year 2014 are
presented. The influence of the lead time and duration of corrective measures, the EMS and the FCR
requirements on compliance with the FCR requirements, amount of corrective measures, resulting
energy throughput, state-of-energy (SOE) distributions and cycle numbers are investigated. The results
show a significant impact of all parameters. It is found that velocity and flexibility of corrective measures
(e.g. recharging) and an efficient EMS are prerequisites for FCR operation with BESS under the applicable
regulation. Additionally, the results indicate that the overall benefits of FCR provision with BESS could be
improved with an adjustment of the requirements (30-min-criterion).

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Due to declining prices of batteries and increasing competi-
tiveness, large-scale battery energy storage systems (BESS) in the
range of several megawatts have been commissioned over the past

few years [1]. Especially the provision of frequency containment
reserve (FCR), also known as primary frequency control, can be
identified as a current field of operation due to high flexibility of
batteries and the relatively high potential revenues. A comparison
of BESS and conventional power plants providing FCR published by
[2] shows an increase of the competitiveness of BESS in this
application. Several publications have dealt with FCR provision by
BESS since several years [3–10]. Several authors have investigated
operating strategies for the provision of FCR by BESS. [11]
investigates three simple operating strategies to provide FCR at
the Danish market and their effects on battery lifetime and net
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present value. All three strategies employ recharging measures
irrespectively of regulatory boundary conditions and are therefore
not applicable in reality. Another publication [12] which deals with
FCR provision by BESS in Denmark investigates the impact of five
different simple recharging strategies on battery ageing regardless
of the given regulatory constraints. A similar paper [13] covering

the FCR provision with BESS in the German FCR market treats the
BESS’ lifetime under various assumptions but lacks practical
feasibility due to arbitrary choice of recharge thresholds. [14]
proposes a SOE (State of Energy)-based control strategy which
allows the required FCR activation in a predefined SOE range.
Outside the SOE range the FCR activation is reduced which does not
comply with the technical and operational requirements of FCR.
[15] considers the combined operation of a BESS and a thermal
power plant which allows continuous provision of FCR throughout
all situations. This strategy employs band pass filters, which
determine allocation of power among the BESS and the power
plant. In critical cases such as unavailability, auxiliary resistances
or load shedding are used as emergency solutions. This concept
lacks practicability for some market participants due to the
necessity of an additional power plant. The impact of different
degrees of freedom (DoF), which have been defined by the German
transmission system operators (TSOs) for the German FCR market
[16], on energy throughput is examined in [17]. The results show a
significant dependency of the energy turnover on the regulatory
degrees of freedom. However, the paper does not discuss the
feasibility of the proposed operating strategy within the German
regulatory framework. In [18] an approach is presented which
considers an operating strategy utilizing schedule transactions at
the power exchange to maintain a certain SOE level and guarantee
that, FCR can be activated continuously by the BESS. Both, the
impact of additional DoFas well as the influence of SOE limits for
triggering schedule transactions are investigated. Simulation
results indicate a continuous FCR activation while the required
schedule transactions could be reduced by parameter tuning. In
the meantime, [19] points out the difference, e.g. in the
requirement of energy availability for the provision of FCR, in
different national market frameworks. Furthermore, the European
Commission already drafted a guideline on electricity balancing;
hence, the regulatory framework will be subject to changes in the
near future [20]. The German TSOs have also published new
requirements for BESS providing FCR [21] regarding capacity and
operating strategy, in which they demand the so-called 30-min-
criterion. In consequence, the operating strategies described above
are no longer applicable in today’s German FCR market and the
impact of additional changes in the regulatory framework will be
subject to further discussions.

The purpose of this paper is to address the impacts that the
regulatory framework and resulting constraints for real-world
BESS have on the operating conditions and feasibility and add these
aspects to the existing literature. Therefore, this paper presents an
operating strategy that complies with the new requirements for
BESS based on the example of the German M5BAT project and
analyses the impact of internally chosen and externally given
operational parameters in different sensitivities. The aim is to

Nomenclature

SOE State of energy, the current energy content of the
BESS divided by its capacity

BESS Battery energy storage system
M5BAT Modular Multi_Megawatt multi-Technology medi-

um-Voltage battery energy storage system, a 5 MW
BESS project in Germany upon which this paper is
based

FCR Frequency containment reserve (also referred to as
primary control reserve), a part of LFC which
immediately responds to frequency deviations

TSO Transmission system operator, owner and operator
of the transmission grid or parts of it who is also
responsible for the organization of LFC

LFC Load frequency control, control of grid frequency in
order to balance electricity generation and con-
sumption at any point in time

PCC Point of common coupling, the point where the BESS
is physically connected to the grid

DoF Degrees of freedom, degrees of freedom which can
be utilized from BESS during FCR provision to adjust
the SOE

SPA Set-Point adjustment, a measure to adjust the SOE of
BESS during FCR provision by providing/requesting
additional power

EMS Energy management system, a control system of a
BESS which decides on the power of the individual
batteries

DOD Depth of discharge, the ratio of discharged/charged
energy of a cycle to the battery’s capacity

KPI Key performance indicator, describes the benefit of
the BESS for the grid in the course of this paper by
relating the provided FCR energy to the requested
SPA energy

FCE Full Cycle Equivalents, the number of full cycles if all
cycles are weighted by their DOD and added up,
corresponds to total energy throughput related to
the BESS’ capacity

Fig. 1. Hierarchy of Load-Frequency-Control [22].
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